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Welcome 
Welcome to the 2018 Civil and Mechanical Engineering Catalogue.

Civil Engineering is the branch of engineering that covers the design, construction, 
and maintenance of the physical and naturally built environment—most specifically 
of fixed structures or public works—and takes place in both the public and private 
sectors. This includes large buildings, roads, bridges, structures, airports, railways, 
canals, dams and treatment systems.

Whereas, Mechanical Engineering centres around the design, analysis, manufacture, 
installation and operation of machines and mechanical systems. The discipline is 
based upon the understanding and application of solid mechanics, dynamics, fluid 
mechanics, controls, thermodynamics, and energy. Today’s mechanical engineers 
have to understand and work with electrical systems and components integrated 
with mechanical elements, in areas such as mechatronics, MEMS, robotics, and 
sensor systems.

We welcome your feedback on our publishing programme, so please do not 
hesitate to get in touch – whether you want to read, write, review, adapt or buy, 
we want to hear from you, so please visit our website below or please contact your 
local sales representative for more information.

https://www.crcpress.com/engineering-civil 
https://www.crcpress.com/engineering-mechanical

Prices are correct at time of going to press and may be subject to change without notice. Some 
titles within this catalogue may not be available in your region.
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TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Engineering DynamicsAerospace Engineering Handbook
A Unified ApproachRobert H. Bishop, The University of Texas at Austin, USA, David B. Spencer, The

Pennsylvania State University, University Park, USA and William A. Crossley, Purdue
University, West Lafayette, Indiana, USA

S. Graham Kelly, The University of Akron, Ohio, USA
Designed for sophomores and juniors in a mechanical/aerospace engineering program,
this sophisticated introduction presents fundamental concepts and theory of dynamicsSeries: Electrical Engineering Handbook

Featuring outstanding depth of coverage, this book is destined to become a standard
reference on the desks of engineering professionals worldwide. The book presents a

and engineering mechanics. It dispenses with advanced theory in favor of applications
and practical instruction. Unlike other introductory dynamics textbooks, this work covers
an integrated range of dynamics areas, with extensive modeling through MATLAB® andsummary of the state-of-the-art in the field as well as interpretations of current and future
Simulink® examples. A complete solutions manual is available with qualifying course
adoptions, and computer code can be accessed from a companion website.

trends. Organized by subject, each section provides important concept statements,
definitions, design and analysis approaches, procedures, and methodologies. The
unparalleled range of topics includes aerodynamics, sensors and actuators, aircraft design CRC Press
and control, spacecraft (including launch vehicles and satellites), airports, the role of
aerospace engineering in automobile design, nautical systems, and more.

July 2018: 7 x 10: 928pp
Hb: 978-1-439-82024-7: $119.95
eBook: 978-1-439-82025-4CRC Press
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439820247September 2018: 7 x 10: 1200pp

Hb: 978-0-849-31627-2: $319.95
eBook: 978-1-420-00344-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780849316272

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Measurement and Data Analysis for Engineering
and Science, Fourth Edition

Applied Elasticity and Plasticity
Mumtaz Kassir
Applied Elasticity and Plasticity is a comprehensive work that
introduces graduate students and professionals in civil,
mechanical, aeronautical and metallurgical engineering to the
basic theories of elasticity, plasticity and their practical
applications.

CRC Press

Patrick F Dunn and Michael P. Davis
Measurement and Data Analysis for Engineering and Science,
Fourth Edition, provides up-to-date coverage of experimentation
methods in science and engineering. This edition adds five new
"concept chapters" to introduce major areas of experimentation
generally before the topics are treated in detail, to make the text
more accessible for undergraduate students. These feature
Measurement System Components, Assessing Measurement
System Performance, Setting Signal Sampling Conditions,
Analyzing Experimental Results, and Reporting Experimental
Results. More practical examples, case studies, and a variety of
homework problems have been added; and MATLAB and
Simulink resources have been updated.

Market: Engineering - Mechanical
October 2017: 7 x 10: 549pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06191-0: $159.95 CRC Press
eBook: 978-1-315-16199-0 Market: Engineering - Mechanical
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138061910 December 2017: 7 x 10: 576pp

Hb: 978-1-138-05086-0: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16858-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138050860

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Planar Multibody DynamicsDigital Control Systems
Formulation, Programming and Applications, Second EditionTheory, Hardware, and Software with MATLAB, Third Edition
Parviz NikraveshConstantine H. Houpis, Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB,

Ohio, USA and Gary B. Lamont, Air Force Institute of Technology, Dayton, Ohio, USA Planar Multibody Dynamics: Formulation, Programming, and Applications, Second Edition
enhances the quality and ease of design education with extensive use of the latestCompletely revised and updated, written to be understandable for students, and practical

in its coverage, this new edition features a range of new engineering applications, such as computerized design tools combined with coverage of classical design and dynamics of
machinery principles. Using clear, concise language, the text introduces fundamentalcontrol of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), wind turbine energy systems, and robotic
theories, computational methods, and program development for analyzing simple tosystems. MATLAB and Simulink integration is found throughout, along with math presented
complex mechanical systems. MATLAB® is used throughout, with examples begin within an understandable way for student readers. Building on basic controls concepts, the
basic commands before introducing students to more advanced programming techniques.book guides readers through the analysis, design, and implementation procedures needed
The routines developed in each chapter come together to form complete programs for
different types of analysis.

in today's industry. A complete Solutions Manual, MATLAB code, and Figure Slides are
available for adopting professors.

CRC PressCRC Press
Market: Engineering - MechanicalMarket: Engineering - Mechanical
August 2018: 7 x 10: 400ppFebruary 2018: 7 x 10: 640pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09612-7: $159.95Hb: 978-1-482-23745-0: $169.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10543-7eBook: 978-1-482-23746-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138096127* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482237450

Browse and order online:
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TEXTBOOK • READER
Wind Energy Design
Thomas Corke and Robert Nelson
Wind Energy Systems is designed for undergraduate engineering courses, with a focus on
multidisciplinary design of a wind energy system. The text covers basic wind power concepts
and components - wind characteristics and modeling, rotor aerodynamics, lightweight
flexible structures, wind farms, aerodynamics, wind turbine control, acoustics, energy
storage, and economics. These topics are applied to produce a new conceptual wind
energy design, showing the interplay of various design aspects in a complete system. An
ongoing case study demonstrates the integration of various component topics, and MATLAB
examples are included to show computerized design analysis procedures and techniques.
CRC Press
Market: Energy & Clean Technology
March 2018: 7 x 10: 364pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09602-8: $279.95
Pb: 978-1-138-09607-3: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10546-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138096028

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Land Use–Transport Interaction ModelsAircraft Design Concepts

Rubén Cordera, University of Cantabria, Spain, Ángel Ibeas,
University of Cantabria, Spain, Luigi dell’Olio, University of
Cantabria, Spain and Borja Alonso, University of Cantabria,
Spain
Transport and the spatial location of population and activities
have been important themes of study in engineering and urban
and regional planning for decades. However, an integrated
approach to the modelling of transport and land use has rarely
been made, and common practice is to model both phenomena
independently.

This book presents an introduction to the modelling of land use
and transport interaction (LUTI), with a theoretical basis and

An Introductory Course
James DeLaurier
Aircraft Design Concepts: An Introductory Course on Aircraft Design introduces the principles
of aircraft design through a quantitative approach developed over two decades of teaching
aircraft design to 4th-year and graduate students. Building on prerequisite courses, the
text develops basic design skills and methodologies, while also explaining the underlying
physics. The book uses an historical approach to examine a wide range of aircraft types
and their design, and additionally builds an appreciation of the rich history of aeronautical
engineering. Numerous charts, photos and illustrations enhance the presentation, which
imparts both the techical knowledge and creativity needed for aircraft design.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical

overview. It also sets out the steps for building an operational LUTI model. The authorsOctober 2018: 7 x 10: 372pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03339-9: $169.95 bring extensive experience in this cross-disciplinary field, primarily for an academic audience

or professionals seeking a thorough introduction.eBook: 978-1-315-22816-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138033399

CRC Press
Market: Urban and transport planning
November 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03246-0: $129.95
eBook: 978-0-203-71181-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138032460

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Vehicle DesignAlternative Fuel Vehicles
Aesthetic Principles in Transportation DesignTom Denton, IMI eLearning Development Manager, UK

Alternative Fuel Vehicles examines the ever growing demand for
vehicles that operate using non-conventional fuels. This book
provides an overview of alternative fuels, ideal for beginners,
starting with the very basic principles of alternative fuel, before
moving on to consider alternative fuel technologies, the
influencing environmental factors and the future of alternative
fuel. Using real-life case studies and examples, this book is an
ideal companion to any unit of study on alternative fuel, but will
also be of interest to working technicians and keen amateurs.

Routledge

Jordan Meadows, Art Center College of Design in Pasadena,
California, and Ford Motor Company in Irvine, California,
USA
Vehicle Design guides readers through the methods and
processes designers use to create and develop some of the most
stunning vehicles on the road. Written by Jordan Meadows, a
designer who worked on the 2015 Ford Mustang, the book
contains interviews with design directors at firms including Fiat
Chrysler Automobiles, Hyundai Motor Group, and Ford Motor
Company, amongst other professionals. Case studies from Ford,
Mazda, and Jeep illustrate the production process from researchMarket: Automotive Engineering

June 2018: 120pp to execution with more than 245 color behind-the-scenes images in order to help readers
create vehicles drivers will cherish.Hb: 978-1-138-50370-0: $99.95

Pb: 978-1-138-20131-6: $42.95
Routledge
Market: Automotive Design / Industrial Design
October 2017: 222pp
Hb: 978-1-138-68559-8: $180.00

eBook: 978-1-315-51225-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138503700

Pb: 978-1-138-68560-4: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-315-54314-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138685598

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Biofueled Reciprocating Internal Combustion
Engines

K.A. Subramanian
Biofuels such as ethanol, butanol, and biodiesel have more
desirable physico-chemical properties than base petroleum fuels
(diesel and gasoline), making them more suitable for use in
internal combustion engines. This book is mainly intended to
sensitize the need of biofuel for strengthening the sustainable
energy, environment and ecology system.

CRC Press
Market: Mechanical Engineering
October 2017: 7 x 10: 262pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03318-4: $139.95
Pb: 978-1-138-74654-1: $64.95
eBook: 978-1-138-03319-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138033184

Browse and order online:
www.crcpress.com
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Foundation Engineering Analysis and DesignAdvanced Foundation Engineering

An-Bin Huang, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu,
Taiwan and Hai-Sui Yu, University of Leeds, UK
This textbook for advanced undergraduates and graduate
students covers the analysis, design and construction of shallow
and deep foundations and retaining structures as well as the
stability analysis and mitigation of slopes. It progressively
introduces critical state soil mechanics and plasticity theories
such as plastic limit analysis and cavity expansion theories before
leading into the theories of foundation, lateral earth pressure
and slope stability analysis. It also introduces construction and
testing methods used in current practice.

Also with Excel (TM) spreadsheets for all examples in the book,
and PowerPoint lecture slides and a solutions manual for lecturers.

T.G. Sitharam, Indian Institute of Science, Department of Civil Engineering, Bengaluru,
Karnataka, India
Advanced Foundation Engineering textbook introduces an excellent source of information
on the fundamental concepts, advanced principles and application of foundation analysis
and design for civil engineering audience. The comprehensive review of all the theories
required for practice of foundation engineering has been presented in this book. The book
includes topics Soil Exploration , Shallow Foundation, Design and Analysis of Mat foundation,
Earth Pressure, Sheet Pile Wall, Braced Cuts, Drilled Piers and Caissons, Pile Foundation,
Machine Foundations, Geotextiles Reinforced Earth and Ground Anchors. The case studies
have been included with chapters for better understanding of topics.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil
November 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-498-79684-2: $189.95

CRC PresseBook: 978-1-498-79685-9
Market: Geotechnical Engineering* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498796842
December 2017: 7 x 10: 601pp
Hb: 978-1-138-72078-7: $144.95
Pb: 978-1-138-72079-4: $79.95
eBook: 978-1-351-25540-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138720787

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Manual of First and Second Fixing Carpentry, 4th
ed

Building Performance for Health and Sustainability
James E. Woods, Consultant, Charlottesville, Virginia, USA
New buildings and renovations are increasingly expected to meet environmental and
sociopolitical goals such as being "green," "energy efficient," and "sustainable." While these

Les Goring, former senior lecturer, Hastings College of Arts
& Technology, UK
The book covers the essentials of 1st and 2nd-fixing carpentry,
now with formwork for concrete in-situ casting, and fixing shelf
arrangements to correct spans. With nearly 500 colour drawings
and a detailed step-by-step approach, this is a for apprentices,
students on NVQs and Construction Awards within the Wood
Occupations from C&G Construction Skills, and a reference for
practitioners.

Routledge

efforts are laudable, occupant health and safety often is not the primary objective, and
short-term fiscal gains often supersede consideration of long-term risks and benefits. As a
result, the performance of many of these buildings has been less than expected. This book
will stress the importance of accurately measuring building performance for long-term
health and sustainability. Principles for designing and diagnosing building performance
will be explored, and numerous examples and case studies will be presented.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil
July 2018: 7 x 10: 512pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77523-6: $189.95
eBook: 978-1-498-77524-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498775236

Market: Carpentry
May 2018: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29600-8: $105.00
Pb: 978-1-138-29599-5: $41.95
eBook: 978-1-315-09980-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138296008

Dummy text to keep placeholder5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Sound Insulation in BuildingsEngineering Noise Control, Fifth Edition

Jens Holger Rindel
The book explains sound insulation in buildings at a level suitable
for both graduate students and consultants, covering:

Theoretical models for sound transmission in buildings; using
modal density in the structures, rather than bending waves, as
a key parameter. At low frequencies statistical energy analysis
is replaced by modal energy analysis. Sound transmission
through windows and facades represented by a model that
allows any angle on incidence. The subjective evaluation of
sound insulation, along with measurement methods using MLS
signals or sine sweeps. Measurement uncertainty. And some
experimental buildings with high sound insulation.

CRC Press

David A. Bies, University of Adelaide, Australia, Colin Hansen,
University of Adelaide, Australia and Carl Howard, The
University of Adelaide, Australia
This classic and authoritative student textbook is directed to the
real world problems encountered by noise and vibration
consultants as well as the more straightforward ones handled
by engineers and occupational hygienists in industry. It covers
the fundamentals of acoustics, and the theory and practice of
noise control technology.

This edition extensively develops subjective response to sound,
frequency analysis, muffling devices, and sound transmission
through partitions. A wide range of example problems are

available on Colin Hansen’s web site for free download.
Market: Acoustical Engineering / Building Design

CRC Press October 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 450pp
Market: Acoustical Engineering Hb: 978-1-498-70041-2: $99.95
November 2017: 7 x 10: 826pp eBook: 978-1-498-70042-9
Hb: 978-1-138-30690-5: $149.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498700412
Pb: 978-1-498-72405-0: $64.95
eBook: 978-1-498-72409-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138306905

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Structural Building Design
Wind and Flood Loads
Syed Mehdi Ashraf
This book will cover the latest methods for the structural design to mitigate potential
damage due to high-speed winds, storm surges, tornadoes, and inland flooding (all of
which could be brought on by hurricane conditions). It will provide detailed explanations
of the new ASCE 7-16 standard (to be released in March of 2017) which deals with designing
buildings to withstand loads, including wind, snow, earthquakes, etc. Unique to this book
is added coverage of ASCE 24-14, which regulates flood-resistant design of structures. It
will provide numerous design examples throughout. It will also examine the processes
involved in material selection to comply with the latest codes and standards.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil
June 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03636-9: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-17860-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138036369

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Streetwise Subbie, 4th Edition
Barry J Ashmore, Construction Contracts Consultant, UK
This down-to-earth guide is written for Specialist and Trade Contractors in the construction
industry. It covers payment, delay and disruption, extension of time and the all-important
checklists and site records, and is now in line with the 2011 revisions to the Construction
Act and with emphasis on adjudication for dispute resolution. It gives practical advice on
avoiding contractual disasters through easy to follow routines, supported by forms and
checklists.

CRC Press
Market: Building and Construction
October 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30015-6: $75.00
Pb: 978-1-138-30016-3: $29.95
eBook: 978-1-351-04720-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138300156

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Wood Fracture Characterization
Marcelo F. S. F. de Moura, Universidade do Porto, Portugal and Nuno Dourado,
Universidado do Minho
Wood Fracture Characterization provides a guide to the application of modern fracture
mechanics concepts to wood materials used in structural engineering, which commonly
involve discontinuities and irregularities. The authors cover the tests, data reduction schemes
and numerical methods devised for wood structural applications, based on cohesive zone
analysis, and used to validate experimental-based methodologies. Five detailed Case Studies
are included to link theory with engineering practice. This important new text explains the
basics of fracture mechanics, and extends them as needed to cover the special behaviour
of an anisotropic wood materials.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
June 2018: 7 x 10: 225pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36471-9: $159.95
eBook: 978-1-351-10697-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815364719

Browse and order online:
www.crcpress.com
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TEXTBOOK • READER5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Autodesk Revit 2018 Architecture BasicsA Concise Introduction to Engineering Graphics

(4th Ed) including Worksheet Series B Elise Moss
Autodesk Revit 2018 Basics for Architectural Design is geared towards beginning
architectural students or professional architects who want to get a jump-start into 3D

Timothy Sexton
A Concise Introduction to Engineering Graphics is a focused book designed to give you a
solid understanding of how to create and read engineering drawings. It consists of thirteen

parametric modeling for commercial structures. This book is filled with tutorials, tips and
tricks, and will help you get the most out of your software in very little time. The text walks

chapters that cover all the fundamentals of engineering graphics. Included with your you through from concepts to site plans to floor plans and on through reflected ceiling
purchase of A Concise Introduction to Engineering Graphics is a free digital copy of Technical
Graphics.

plans, then ends with an easy chapter on how to customize Autodesk Revit to boost your
productivity

SDC Publications SDC Publications
Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology
November 2017: 8-1/2 x 11: 272pp November 2017: 8 x 9: 650pp
Pb: 978-1-630-57137-5: $70.00 Pb: 978-1-630-57111-5: $76.00
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-585-03590-8 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630571115
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630571375

TEXTBOOK • READER5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Autodesk Revit 2018 Architecture Certification
Exam Study Guide

A Concise Introduction to Engineering Graphics
(5th Ed.) including Worksheet Series A

Elise MossTimothy Sexton
Autodesk Revit 2018 Architecture Certification Exam Study Guide is geared toward users
who have been using Autodesk Revit for at least six months and are ready to pursue their

A Concise Introduction to Engineering Graphics is a focused book designed to give you a
solid understanding of how to create and read engineering drawings. It consists of thirteen

official certification. This fast paced book will get you ready for the certification examschapters that cover all the fundamentals of engineering graphics. Included with your
quickly with fun and easy to follow instructions, covering everything from masses to viewspurchase of A Concise Introduction to Engineering Graphics is a free digital copy of Technical

Graphics. to documentation. Autodesk offers two levels of certification exam: the Autodesk Certified
User exam and the Autodesk Certified Professional exam. This book covers both of theSDC Publications
Autodesk Revit certification exams using step-by-step instructions and is packed with
valuable information you’ll want to know before taking either of these exams.

Market: CAD CAE CAM – Computing & Information Technology
October 2017: 8-1/2 x 11
Pb: 978-1-630-57129-0: $70.00 SDC Publications
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-585-03584-7 Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630571290 November 2017: 8 3/8 x 10 7/8: 600pp

Pb: 978-1-630-57123-8: $76.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630571238

TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
CAD Modeling Essentials in 3DEXPERIENCE 2016x
Using CATIA Applications

Autodesk AutoCAD 2018 Fundamentals
Elise Moss
Autodesk AutoCAD 2018 Fundamentals is designed to be used during instructor led training
in an eight week course. It is an introductory level textbook intended for new AutoCAD

Nadar Zamani
CAD Modeling Essentials in 3DEXPERIENCE 2016x Using CATIA Applications is written for
those who want to learn the basics of CAD using the CATIA application in the 3DEXPERIENCE

2018 users. This book covers all the fundamental skills necessary for effectively using
AutoCAD and will provide a strong foundation for advancement.

platform. This book uses a series of simple, easy to follow, tutorials to take you from a
SDC Publications complete novice to an intermediate user. There is no secret that the best way to learn and
Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology master a software is by personal exploration which is strictly curiosity driven. Needless toNovember 2017: 7.5 x 4.25: 630pp

say, although this may be the best strategy, it is extremely inefficient and very frustrating.Pb: 978-1-630-57126-9: $72.00
The purpose of this book is to provide you with a solid understanding of how to use the
most commonly used tools on a range of topics dealing with CAD.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630571269

SDC Publications
Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology
October 2017
Pb: 978-1-630-57095-8: $74.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630570958
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TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Mechanism Design Essentials in 3DEXPERIENCE
2016x Using CATIA Applications

Creo Parametric 4.0 Advanced Tutorial
Roger Toogood
The purpose of Creo Parametric 4.0 Advanced Tutorial is to introduce you to some of the
more advanced features, commands, and functions in Creo Parametric. Each lesson

Nadar Zamani
Mechanisms are an integral part of our daily life and have been around since the dawn of
human civilization. A critical aspect of designing mechanism is the proper use and design

concentrates on a few of the major topics and the text attempts to explain the “why’s” of
the commands in addition to a concise step-by-step description of new command
sequences. of joints. There are many types of joints that are used in the design of mechanisms, each

with its own strengths, weakness, and uses. If you are involved in the design of mechanisms
This book is suitable for a second course in Creo Parametric and for users who understand
the features already covered in Roger Toogood’s Creo Parametric Tutorial. The style and

you’ll want to be aware of all of the major joint types, how to include them in your own
designs, and how to run simulations to ensure they behave the way you intend.

approach of the previous tutorial have been maintained from the previous book and the
text picks up right were the last tutorial left off. SDC Publications

Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology
SDC Publications October 2017: 368pp
Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology Pb: 978-1-630-57104-7: $74.00
October 2017: 272pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630571047
Pb: 978-1-630-57097-2: $80.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630570972

TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Parametric Modeling with Creo Parametric 4.0Creo Parametric 4.0 Tutorial
Randy ShihRoger Toogood
This text covers Creo Parametric and the lessons proceed in a pedagogical fashion to guide
you from constructing basic shapes to building intelligent solid models and creating

The eleven lessons in this tutorial introduce you to the design capabilities of Creo Parametric
4.0. The tutorial covers the major concepts and frequently used commands required to

multi-view drawings. This text takes a hands-on, exercise-intensive approach to all theadvance from a novice to an intermediate user level. Major topics include part and assembly
important Parametric Modeling techniques and concepts. This textbook contains a seriescreation, and creation of engineering drawings. Also illustrated are the major functions

that make Creo Parametric a parametric solid modeler. of eleven tutorial style lessons designed to introduce beginning CAD users to Creo
Parametric.SDC Publications

Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology SDC Publications
October 2017: 416pp Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology
Pb: 978-1-630-57091-0: $80.00 October 2017: 560pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630570910 Pb: 978-1-630-57105-4: $75.00

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630571054

TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Programming and Engineering Computing with
MATLAB 2017

Introduction to AutoCAD 2018 for Civil Engineering
Applications

Huei-Huang LeeYasmin Nighat
This book is designed for undergraduate students completely new to programming with
MATLAB. Case studies and examples are used extensively throughout this book and are at

There is an old saying that an engineer describes every idea with a drawing. With the
advances in computer technology and drawing software, it has never been easier, or more

the core of what makes this book so unique. The author believes that the best way to learnimportant, to learn computer aided design. To be effective, however, a drawing must
MATLAB is to study programs written by experienced programmers and that the qualityaccurately convey your intended meaning and that requires more than just knowing how
of these example programs determines the quality of the book. The examples in this bookto use software. This book provides you with a clear presentation of the theory of
are carefully designed to teach you MATLAB programming as well as to inspire within youengineering graphics and the use of AutoCAD 2018 as they pertain to civil engineering

applications. your own problem solving potential. Most of the examples used in this book are designed
to solve a whole class of problems, rather than a single, specific problem.SDC Publications
SDC PublicationsMarket: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology
Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information TechnologyNovember 2017: 8-1/2 x 11: 800pp
November 2017Pb: 978-1-630-57124-5: $76.00
Pb: 978-1-630-57140-5: $86.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630571245
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630571405
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TEXTBOOK • READER
Project Based SOLIDWORKS 2016
Kirstie Plantenberg
Project Based SOLIDWORKS is specifically designed to complement an engineering graphics
course. It covers how to apply engineering graphics concepts, such as part prints, section
views, assembly drawings, tolerancing and fasteners. It also extends these topics into the
world of design.

SDC Publications
Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology
October 2017: 8-1/2 x 11: 326pp
Pb: 978-1-630-57136-8: $70.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630571368

TEXTBOOK • READER
Residential Design Using AutoCAD 2018
Daniel John Stein
Residential Design Using AutoCAD 2018 is an introductory level tutorial which uses
residential design exercises as the means to teach you AutoCAD 2018. Each book comes
with access to extensive video instruction in which the author explains the most common
tools and techniques used when designing residential buildings using AutoCAD 2018.
After completing this book you will have a well-rounded knowledge of Computer Aided
Drafting that can be used in the industry and the satisfaction of having completed a set of
residential drawings.

SDC Publications
Market: CAD CAE CAM - Computing & Information Technology
October 2017: 682pp
Pb: 978-1-630-57092-7: $74.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781630570927

TEXTBOOK • READER
The Finite Element Method for Initial Value
Problems
Mathematics and Computations

Karan S. Surana, University of Kansas, Lawrence USA and J.
N. Reddy, Texas A&M University, College Station, USA
Unlike most finite element books that cover time dependent
processes (IVPs) in a cursory manner, The Finite Element Method
for Initial Value Problems: Mathematics and Computations
focuses on the mathematical details as well as applications of
space-time coupled and space-time decoupled finite element
methods for IVPs. Space-time operator classification, space-time
methods of approximation, and space-time calculus of variations
are used to establish unconditional stability of space-time
methods during the evolution. Space-time decoupled methods
are also presented with the same rigor.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
October 2017: 7 x 10: 630pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57637-7: $189.95
eBook: 978-1-351-27000-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138576377
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
High Performance Self-Consolidating Cementitious
Composites

Cement Production Technology
Principles and Practice
Anjan Kumar Chatterjee, Former Wholetime Director, ACC Limited, Mumbai &
Currently Chairman, Conmat Technologies Ltd, Kolkata, India

Ganesh Babu Kodeboyina, Retired, Department of Ocean
Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Chennai,
INDIA
This book attempts to bring together some of the basic
intricacies in the production of the complete range of
self-consolidating cementitious composites, with a proper
understanding of the contributions of different materials and
their combinations, including performance and limitations.

CRC Press

This multidisciplinary title on cement production technology covers the entire process
spectrum of cement production, starting from extraction and winning of natural raw
materials to the finished products including the environmental impacts and research trends.

CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
May 2018: 7 x 10: 472pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57066-5: $179.95
eBook: 978-0-203-70333-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138570665

Market: Civil Engineering
March 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 437pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06304-4: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16131-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138063044

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Pavement EngineeringConcrete Durability
Principles and Practice, Third EditionDeterioration Mechanisms and Prevention

Edited by Rajib B. Mallick, CEE Department, WPI, Worcester,
MA, USA and Tahar El-Korchi, Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, Massachusetts, USA
Pavement Engineering will cover the entire range of pavement
construction, from soil preparation to structural design and
life-cycle costing and analysis. It will link the concepts of mix
and structural design, while also placing emphasis on pavement
evaluation and rehabilitation techniques. State-of-the-art content
will introduce the latest concepts and techniques, including
ground-penetrating radar and seismic testing. This new edition
will be fully updated, and add a new chapter on systems
approaches to pavement engineering, with an emphasis on
sustainability, as well as all new downloadable models and

simulations.

Jason Ideker and Michael Thomas
This book will explain how to produce durable concrete, prevent premature concrete
deterioration, and assess why concrete may suffer from degradation. It will examine the
main forms of deterioration, including reinforcing steel corrosion, carbonation of concrete,
freeze-thaw attack, sulfate attack, and alkali-aggregate reaction. It will also cover weathering,
biogenic corrosion, abrasion, fire, acid attack, and scour. Several case studies will be
presented to provide real-world examples of deterioration. The book will focus on the
material science aspects of the deterioration mechanisms so that a strong fundamental
understanding will be realized by professionals and graduate students alike.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil
May 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-62621-8: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-22966-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138626218

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil
October 2017: 7 x 10: 747pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75880-2: $129.95
eBook: 978-1-498-75883-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-87035-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498758802

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Steel-Reinforced Concrete StructuresConcrete Recycling
Assessment and Repair of Corrosion, Second EditionResearch and Practice

Mohamed Abdallah El-Reedy
This book examines the corrosion of reinforced concrete from
a practical point of view, highlights protective design and repair
procedures, and presents ongoing maintenance protocols.
Updated throughout, this new edition adds additional
information on concrete repair using Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Polymers (CFRP), and reviews new examples of the effects of
corrosion on both prestressed and reinforced concrete structures.
It also examines economic analysis procedures and the
probability of structural failures to define structural risk
assessment, and covers precautions and recommendations for
protecting reinforced concrete structures from corrosion based
on the latest codes and specifications.

Edited by Francois de Larrard, LCR - LafargeHolcim, France
The concrete industry consumes thirty billion tons of aggregate
annually, almost all from unsustainable natural sources.
Demolition produces a growing amount of materials which are
legally usable and readily available. If not used locally they must
be transported and landfilled.

This book encompasses all aspects of concrete reuse, drawing
on the Recybéton project, which lasted more than 5 years and
gathered about 50 partners from both academia and industry.

CRC Press
Market: Concrete Technology

CRC PressJuly 2018: 7 x 10: 512pp
Market: Engineering - CivilHb: 978-1-138-72472-3: $179.95
November 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 208ppeBook: 978-1-351-05282-5
Hb: 978-1-138-06698-4: $159.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138724723
eBook: 978-1-315-15888-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138066984
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Electricians' On-Site CompanionA Practical Guide to Domestic Energy Saving

Technologies, 2nd edition Christopher Kitcher, Central Sussex College, UK
This book contains everything electricians need to know about
working on-site, covering not only the health and safety aspects
of site work, but also the techniques and testing knowledge
required from the modern day electrician. Regulations issues
are included alongside step-by-step instructions for each task,
after which testing information, checklists and example forms
are given so that site workers can ensure they have done
everything required of them.

Routledge

Christopher Kitcher, Central Sussex College, UK
A Practical Guide to Renewable Energy provides the perfect
introduction to one of the construction industry’s leading growth
areas, containing an overview of all types of renewable energy
sources, as well as information relating to the installation and
inspection of renewable energy systems. The practical focus in
this book will give students the confidence to pass
micro-generation exams, discuss the subject with clients and
work on all new and emerging renewable energy systems.

Routledge
Market: Electrical Installations/Renewable Energy
July 2018: 190pp

Market: Electrical Installation
October 2017: 166pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30932-6: $76.95Pb: 978-1-138-84612-8: $39.95
Pb: 978-1-138-68332-7: $44.95eBook: 978-1-315-72766-0
eBook: 978-1-315-54457-1Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-080-97064-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138683327* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138846128

TEXTBOOK • READER2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Get Qualified: 18th Edition Wiring RegulationsAn Introduction to Electrical Science, 2nd ed
Kevin Smith, Electrical Trainer and Training Manager, UKAdrian Waygood, Retired lecturer, Cyprus

This second edition of Adrian Waygood’s textbook provides an
indispensable introduction to the science behind electrical
engineering. It is aimed for those starting careers in electronics,
as well as any hobbyists, with an array of new material to reflect
changes in the industry.

With a companion website at www.routledge.com/cw/waygood

Routledge

The Get Qualified series provides clear and concise guidance for people looking to work
within the electrical industry. This book outlines why the Wiring Regulations are important,
and what regulation-related qualifications are required in order to work in the electrical
industry. Electrical theory is introduced in order of learning outcomes, each one being
broken down into sections and covered in detail. There are also sections on exam
preparation, revision exercises and sample questions.

Routledge
Market: Electrical Engineering
September 2018: 200pp
Pb: 978-1-138-18962-1: $24.95
eBook: 978-1-315-64150-8Market: Electrical Engineering
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138189621August 2018: 384pp

Hb: 978-0-815-39182-1: $162.00
Pb: 978-0-815-39181-4: $53.95
eBook: 978-1-351-19043-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815391821

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Bird's Comprehensive Engineering Mathematics

John Bird, formerly Senior Lecturer, HMS Sultan, UK
This comprehensive textbook covers the key mathematical
principles for real-life engineering problems.

Along with its companion website it provides simple
explanations, supported by 1600 worked problems and over
3200 further problems contained within 384 exercises
throughout the text. With 34 Revision tests together with 9
Multiple-choice tests -- and detailed solutions to 3200 further
problems.

Routledge
Market: Engineering
June 2018: 1208pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37815-0: $162.00
Pb: 978-0-815-37814-3: $57.95
eBook: 978-1-351-23287-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815378150
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Enclosure Fire Dynamics, Second EditionBioenergy and Biofuels
Björn Karlsson and James G. QuintiereEdited by Ozcan Konur

This book aims to inform readers about the recent developments
in bioenergy and biofuels covering current issues from an
interdisciplinary approach. It will also feature coverage of
anticipated future trends related to each particular biofuel.
Chapters will consist of original research presented by world
class experts in their respective fields. A number of
interdisciplinary areas will be incorporated such as Energy &
Fuels, Biotechology, Genomics, Economics, Optimization,
Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Algae
Science. Examples will relate to a matrix of biofuel and energy
types such as bioethanol, biobutanol, and biomethane.

CRC Press

Enclosure Fire Dynamics, Second Edition explores the science of enclosure fires, and how
they cause changes in the environment. The authors discuss mechanisms for controlling
enclosure fires, and how to develop analytical relationships useful in designing buildings
for fire safety. Derivation of equations from first principles is shown, stating assumptions
and showing comparisons to experimental data. The text provides readers with the skills
needed to solve a range of engineering equations and models. Enclosure Fire Dynamics,
Second Edition will enhance the knowledge of fire protection engineers, researchers, and
investigators, and help build a strong foundation for engineering students.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
August 2018: 7 x 10: 392pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05866-8: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16381-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138058668Market: Energy & Clean Technology

December 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 485pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03281-1: $189.95
eBook: 978-1-351-22813-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138032811

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Finite Element Analyses of Eddy Current Effects in
Turbogenerators

Biomass to Renewable Energy Processes, Second
Edition

SC Bhargava
Considering importance of using appropriate analyses to assess
the magnitude and consequences of induced eddy currents,
book aims at a comprehensive study of various aspects of eddy
currents, from a detailed account of the basic phenomenon to
their utilization in various applications, and their detrimental
effects, esp. in large Turbogenerators. It gives detailed description
of the finite‐element technique(s) developed by the author to
analyse the steady‐state and transient heating of key regions of
turbogenerators of ratings from 120 MW to 500 MW when
exposed to "negative‐sequence" currents under unbalanced

fault conditions.

Edited by Jay Cheng, North Carolina State University, Raleigh,
USA
Biomass to Renewable Energy Processes, Second Edition, explains
the theories of biological processes, biomass materials and
logistics, and conversion technologies for bioenergy products
such as biogas, ethanol, butanol, biodiesel, and synthetic gases.
The book discusses anaerobic digestion of waste materials for
biogas and hydrogen production, bioethanol and biobutanol
production from starch and cellulose, and biodiesel production
from plant oils. It addresses thermal processes, including
gasification and pyrolysis of agricultural residues and woody
biomass. The text also covers pretreatment technologies,

enzymatic reactions, fermentation, and microbiological metabolisms and pathways. CRC Press
Market: Engineering - ElectricalCRC Press
December 2017: 7 1/2 x 9 1/2: 635ppMarket: Energy & Clean Technology
Hb: 978-1-138-07923-6: $179.95October 2017: 7 x 10: 437pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138079236Hb: 978-1-498-77879-4: $149.95

eBook: 978-1-498-77883-1
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-09517-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498778794

TEXTBOOK • READER3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Introduction to Nuclear Reactor PhysicsCombustion Engineering, Third Edition

Robert E. Masterson, Virginia Polytechnic and State
University, Blacksburg, USA
INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR REACTOR PHYSICS is the most
comprehensive, modern and readable textbook for this
course/module. It explains reactors, fuel cycles, radioisotopes,
radioactive materials, design, and operation. Chain reaction and
fission reactor concepts are presented, plus advanced coverage
including neutron diffusion theory. The diffusion equation, Fisk’s
Law, and steady state/time-dependent reactor behavior.
Numerical and analytical solutions are also covered. The text has
full color illustrations throughout, and a wide range of student
learning features.

Kenneth Bryden, Song-Charng Kong and Kenneth W. Ragland, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, USA
Combustion Engineering, Third Edition presents combustion science principles and
engineering applications in an acessible way for undergraduate and graduate students,
and professionals in the workplace. This fully updated text looks at today’s global energy,
climate, and air pollution challenges, and the increasing importance of renewable energy
sources, such as biomass fuels. Mathematical methods are presented along with qualitative
descriptions of their use, and are supported by numerous tables with practical data and
formulae, worked examples, chapter-end problems, and updated references. Full-color
illustrations have been added, and a solutions manual is available for instructors.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
August 2018: 7 x 10: 434pp

CRC PressHb: 978-1-138-06538-3: $179.95
Market: Engineering - MechanicaleBook: 978-1-315-15972-0
December 2017: 8 x 10: 1079pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138065383
Hb: 978-1-498-75148-3: $179.95
eBook: 978-1-498-75149-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498751483
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Small Wind Turbines for Electricity and IrrigationNuclear Systems II
Design and ConstructionElements of Thermal Hydraulic Design, Second Edition
Mario Alejandro Rosato, Sustainable Technologies SL, Barcelona, SpainNeil E. Todreas, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, USA and Mujid

S. Kazimi, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, USA This books deals the technology of small-power wind turbines, as opposed to widely
diffused industrial wind turbines and wind farms. It allows anybody having basic technicalA follow-up to the authors' NUCLEAR SYSTEMS VOLUME I: Thermal Hydraulic Fundamentals,

Second Edition, NUCLEAR SYSTEMS VOLUME II: Elements of Thermal Hydraulic Design, knowledge to design and build a small wind turbine for any particular site and applications
and how to select the most suitable model among a wide offer of commercial productsSecond Edition provides advanced coverage of a wide variety of thermal fluid systems and
and design a whole wind powered system. It also teaches how to check if the claims of an
inventor or an innovative manufacturers are true or hyped.

technologies in nuclear power plants. A major change is coverage of the latest reactor
designs, and their thermal/fluid technologies. VOLUME II, Second Edition covers a variety
of nuclear power plant subsystems, as well as those related to the nuclear core. This updated CRC Press

Market: Energy & Clean Technologyvolume will be used extensively by Nuclear Engineering students, researchers and engineers
November 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 224ppwanting the most thorough and up-to-date information on nuclear power plant

thermal/hydraulic design and analysis. Hb: 978-1-138-57022-1: $199.95
Pb: 978-1-138-57019-1: $99.95

CRC Press eBook: 978-0-203-70374-8
Market: Engineering - Mechanical * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138570221
August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 544pp
Hb: 978-1-482-23958-4: $159.95
eBook: 978-1-482-23959-1
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-560-32088-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482239584

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Sustainability through Energy-Efficient BuildingsOffshore Wind Turbines and Wave Energy

Converters Edited by Amritanshu Shukla and Atul Sharma
The book covers chapters ranging from introduction to recent
technological challenges, case studies of energy-efficient
buildings with policy and awareness issues, fundamentals and
present status along with research updates and future aspects
on topics focusing on energy-efficient construction, materials.

Numerical and Physical Modelling
Constantine Michailides, Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool, Merseyside,
United Kingdom
The efficient harnessing of offshore energy resources can significantly contribute to meeting
the growing worldwide demand for energy. Offshore wind turbines (OWTs) have been
commercially deployed in numerous offshore sites and wind farms. Wave energy converters
(WECs) are a new, promising source of alternative clean energy, with significant benefits
as compared to other forms of renewable energy. This book explains the development of
numerical and physical models for these energy systems, and examines their functionality
and structural integrity in both standalone and farm configurations. It will also provide
design guides, theoretical principles, and engineering and MATLAB® examples

CRC Press
November 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-138-71042-9: $129.95
eBook: 978-1-315-20066-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138710429

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Principles of Sustainable Energy Systems, Third
Edition
Charles Kutscher, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, Colorado, USA,
Jana Milford, University of Colorado Boulder, USA and Frank Kreith, University of
Colorado, Boulder, USA (retired)
Series: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Series
Principles of Sustainable Energy Systems, 3rd Edition surveys the range of sustainable energy
sources and the tools that engineers, scientists, and policy makers use to analyze energy
generation, usage, and future trends. The text provides complete and up-to-date coverage
of all renewable technologies, including solar and wind power, biofuels, hydroelectric,
nuclear, ocean power, and geothermal energy. The economics of energy are introduced,
with the SAM software package integrated so students can explore the dynamics of energy
usage and prediction. Climate and environmental factors in energy use are integrated to
give a complete picture of sustainable energy analysis and planning.

CRC Press
Market: Mechanical Engineering
April 2018: 7 x 10: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06675-5: $179.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15906-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138066755

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Waste Heat Management Handbook
Edited by Arvind C. Thekdi, E3M Inc., Sugar Land, Texas, USA
Series: Industrial Combustion
Waste Heat Management is the first comprehensive reference on waste heat
recovery/recycling, which is key to cost savings and energy efficiency. The work is 
appropriate for a wide audience; while previous books have targeted the 
hydrocarbon/petrochemical industries, Thekdi's work is applicable to a wide range of 
industries, including power generation and large-scale manufacturing and processing 
facilities. 

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
October 2018: 7 x 10: 504pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75445-3: $189.95
eBook: 978-1-498-75446-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498754453

CRC Press
Market: Energy & Clean Technology
February 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 424pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78892-2: $179.95
eBook: 978-1-498-78893-9
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-466-55696-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498788922
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Ethics, Politics, and Whistleblowing in EngineeringAircraft Communications and Navigation Systems,

2nd ed Edited by Nicholas Sakellariou and Rania Milleron, Center
for the Study of Responsive Law, Washington, DC, U.S.A
The aim of this book is to generate a strong operational ethic in
the work of engineers from all disciplines. It provides numerous
examples of engineers who sought to meet the highest ethical
standards, risking both professional and personal retaliations. In
short, it presents the fields of engineering ethics in the context
of actual conflict situations on the job, and points to an urgent
need for a strong ethical framework for the profession. This book
is about engineering students and practitioners truly
understanding, valuing, and championing their wider critical
role. Ralph Nader, the consumer advocate and champion of
engineers, wrote the preface.

Mike Tooley, former Vice Principal at Brooklands College,
UK and David Wyatt, head of Airworthiness at Gama
Engineering
Introducing the principles of communications and navigation
systems, this book is written for anyone pursuing a career in
aircraft maintenance engineering or a related aerospace
engineering discipline, and in particular will be suitable for those
studying for licensed aircraft maintenance engineer status. It
systematically addresses the relevant sections (ATA chapters
23/34) of modules 11 and 13 of part-66 of the EASA syllabus,
and is ideal for anyone studying as part of an EASA and FAR-147

approved course in aerospace engineering.
CRC Press

Routledge Market: Engineering - General
Market: Aeronautical Engineering April 2018: 7 x 10: 280pp
October 2017: 346pp Hb: 978-0-815-37434-3: $59.95
Hb: 978-1-138-30859-6: $129.95 Pb: 978-1-138-56265-3: $59.95
Pb: 978-0-415-82775-1: $69.95 eBook: 978-1-351-24241-7
eBook: 978-1-315-85898-2 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815374343
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308596

Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Intellectual Assets for Engineers and ScientistsCoastal Engineering, Third Edition
Creation and ManagementProcesses, Theory and Design Practice
Uday S. Racherla, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Kanpur, IndiaDominic Reeve, University of Swansea, UK, Andrew

Chadwick, retired from University of Plymouth, UK and
Christopher Fleming, Halcrow Group Ltd.
Coastal Engineering isa must-have book for final year
undergraduate and engineering MSc students specializing in
coastal engineering and management. This third edition covers
a number of developments, with updates to conceptual and
detailed design; a detailed example is given for the calculation
of extreme wave conditions for design; and a rethinking of
coastal system behaviour in the light of NERC’s iCOASST project
– along with a new section on the components of surge; the
method for tidal analysis and calculation of amplitudes and

Engineers and scientists engaged in creative works, inventions, and innovations – as part
of the free-enterprise, free-market system – must understand what Intellectual Property
Rights (IPRs) are and know how to strategically use them to create competitive advantage,
wealth, and value. An acknowledged, major contributing factor to non-awareness amongst
technical audience is the lack of availability of easily-understandable, business-relevant,
and comprehensive books on the subject, that scientists and engineers can access. The
present book provides comprehensive, easy-to-understand, innovation management
perspectives on a wide range of IPRs for practicing scientists and engineers.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - General
September 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 216pp
Pb: 978-1-498-78847-2: $89.95phases of harmonic constituents from water level time series; a worked example of harmonic

analysis; and an revised section on the Tohoku tsunami. eBook: 978-1-498-78852-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498788472

CRC Press
Market: Environmental and Coastal Engineering
March 2018: 530pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06042-5: $165.00
Pb: 978-1-138-06043-2: $61.95
eBook: 978-1-351-16552-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-58352-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138060425

TEXTBOOK • READER2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Introduction to AutoCAD 2009Construction Equipment Management for

Engineers, Estimators, and Owners, Second Edition Alf Yarwood
AutoCAD is the leading CAD software in use throughout the
world both in industry and academia, for the creation of 2D and
3D technical drawings. It is used by engineers, architects and
draughts people. Introducing first principles and the creation of
2D technical drawings, this book goes on to demonstrate the
construction of 3D solid and surface model drawings and
rendering. It takes into account the new features of the 2009
software release, and reflects the emphasis on 3D solid modelling
in the software.It is an ideal read for all introductory courses,
whether undergraduate or vocational.

Routledge

Douglas D. Gransberg and Ingrid Arocho, Oregon State University, Corvallis, USA
This book will cover estimating equipment ownership, operating costs, and how to
determine economic life and replacement policy as well as how to schedule
production-driven, equipment-intensive projects that achieve target production rates and
meet target equipment-related unit costs and profits. It will include a matrix for the selection
of equipment and identify common pitfalls of project equipment selection and how to
avoid them. This new edition will be updated throughout and will add end-of-chapter
problems and a solutions manual, and will present the fundamentals of sustainable
construction with respect to fuel efficiency planning, carbon footprinting, and air quality
issues.

CRC Press December 2017: 7 2/3 x 10 3/8
Market: Engineering - Civil Hb: 978-1-138-42917-8: $195.00
August 2018: 7 x 10: 540pp Pb: 978-0-750-68983-0: $42.95
Hb: 978-1-498-78848-9: $169.95 eBook: 978-0-080-94360-2
eBook: 978-1-498-78850-2 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138429178
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498788489
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
R&D Leadership
Mastering the Fundamentals for Engineers and Scientists
Anthony P. Graffeo
R&D Leadership: Mastering the Fundamentals for Engineers and Scientists lays out practical
strategies for improving personal, team, and organizational performance in technology
organizations. The roles of leadership, management, and coaching have been defined and
integrated with examples from technology organizations. Examples include assessing one’s
leadership skills for adding value to an organization; making the transition from "me" to
"we" in taking on a supervisory position; and avoiding the dual traps of micro-management
and macro-management, by engaging direct reports in an "active management" process.
A complete set of instrucrional PowerPoint slides will accompany the text.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - General
September 2018: 7 x 10: 190pp
Pb: 978-0-815-39370-2: $89.95
eBook: 978-1-351-18807-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815393702
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TEXTBOOK • READER
Fluid Mechanics for Civil and Environmental
Engineers
Ahlam I. Shalaby, Howard University, Washington, DC, USA
An ideal textbook for civil and mechanical engineers taking the required Introduction to
Fluid Mechanics course, Engineering Fluid Mechanics: An Introduction offers clear guidance
and builds a firm real-world foundation using practical examples and problem sets. Each
chapter begins with a statement of objectives and includes practical examples to relate
the theory to real-world engineering design challenges. The authors place special emphasis
on topics that are included in the Fundamentals of Engineering exam and make the book
more accessible by highlighting keywords and important concepts, including MathCAD
algorithms, and providing chapter summaries of important concepts and equations.
CRC Press
Market: Fluid Mechanics
April 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 1648pp
Hb: 978-0-849-33737-6: $169.99
eBook: 978-1-420-01941-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780849337376

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Liquid Vapor Phase Change Phenomena
An Introduction to the Thermophysics of Vaporization and
Condensation Processes in Heat Transfer Equipment, Third Edition
Van P. Carey, University of California, Berkeley, USA
Since the second edition of Liquid Vapor Phase Change Phenomena was written, research
has substantially enhanced the understanding of the effects of nanostructured surfaces,
effects of microchannel and nanonchannel geometries and the effects of extreme wetting
on liquid-vapor phase change processes. This edition includes significant new coverage
of microchannels and nanostructures along with many other updates. More worked
examples and numerous new problems have been added along with a complete solutions
manual and electronic figures for classroom projection.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 700pp
Hb: 978-1-498-71661-1: $129.95
eBook: 978-1-498-71663-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-591-69035-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498716611

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Simulation of Fluid Power Systems with LMS
Imagine.Lab Amesim

Nicolae Vasiliu, University Politehnica of Bucharest, Romania,
Daniela Vasiliu, University Politehnica of Bucharest, Romania,
Constantin CĂLINOIU, University Poletechnica of Bucharest,
Romania and Radu Puhalschi, Honeywell Corporation,
Romania
This book illustrates numerical simulation of fluid power systems
by LMS Amesim Platform covering hydrostatic transmissions,
electro hydraulic servo valves, hydraulic servomechanisms for
aerospace engineering, speed governors for power machines,
fuel injection systems, and automotive servo systems.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
March 2018: 7 x 10: 606pp
Hb: 978-1-482-25355-9: $179.95
eBook: 978-1-482-25356-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482253559
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Automatic Monitoring, Fault Diagnostics, and
Maintenance
Using Meta-Heuristic Optimization
Pasquale Arpaia, Università del Sannio, Benevento, Italy, Carlo Manna, University
College Cork, Ireland and Annalisa Liccardo
Based on practical field experience and several case studies, this book presents
state-of-the-art artificial intelligence techniques, validating their efficiency and accuracy in
real-world industrial applications. The authors show how a meta-heuristic approach can
enhance automatic fault monitoring in man-made systems. For each phase of fault
monitoring, they propose a meta-heuristic approach that is tested experimentally in an
actual industrial environment. While the proposed methods are validated on specific
industrial problems, their applicability is wide and general.
CRC Press
Market: Mechanical Engineering
April 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-466-55531-0: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-466-55532-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466555310

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Instrumentation, Data Acquisition, and Applications
in Ground Vehicle Design
Peijun Xu, Ebco, Inc., Springview Lane, Dublin, OH, USA and Xiaobo Yang, Oshkosh
Corporation, Neenah, WI, USA
Series: Ground Vehicle Engineering
Computer modeling and simulation allow engineers to predict and optimize the
performance of components and the vehicle system at early design stage. Covering
techniques on virtual and physical evaluation for vehicles and their components, this book
introduces design evaluation methods and practical techniques of transducers, data
acquisition system, and acquired data application for ground vehicle development. It
presents the optimal design of instrumentation associated with the data application to
help automotive engineers save the data acquisition cost and time.

CRC Press
May 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 672pp
Hb: 978-1-439-88010-4: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-439-88011-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439880104

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Power Ultrasonics
Principles and Applications
Amir Abdullah, Amirkabir University of Technology, Tehran, Iran and Massoud Malaki,
Amirkabir University of Technology, Tehran, Iran
High power ultrasonic transducers are now used in a wide variety of applications, ranging
from medical devices, ultrasonic cleaning, ultrasonic welding and machining to
sono-chemistry reactors. Use of ultrasonic transducers for various applications of atomizers,
cleaning, sonochemistry and sonoluminescence, surgery, peening of welding joints, forming
processes, ultrasonic motor, ultrasonic lubrication and nondestructive evaluations show
the wide range of this growing technology in science and engineering. This work presents
essential information, and shows the wide range of engineering & scientific applications
for them.

CRC Press
Market: Mechanical Engineering
June 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-466-59088-5: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-466-59089-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466590885
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Bearings3D Model-Based Definition and Model-Based

Enterprise Basic Concepts and Design Applications
Maurice L. Adams, Machinery Vibration Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, USAOptimizing Business for 3D and 3D Datasets
Bearings: from Technoloogical Foundations to Practical Design Applications provides a
modern study of bearing types, design factors, and industrial examples. The major classes

Bryan Fischer, Advanced Dimensional Management, Sherwood, Oregon, USA and
Roy D. Whittenburg, Consultant, Owens Crossroads, Alabama, USA

of bearings are described, and design concepts are covered for rolling elements, surfaces,
3D Model-Based Definition and Model-Based Enterprise: Moving Industry Toward a
Data-Driven Future will provide a thorough introduction to, overview of, and justification

pivots, flexures, and compliance surfaces. Fluid film lubrication is presented, and the basics
of tribology for bearings is explained. The book also looks at specific applications of bearing

for using 3D solid model CAD digital product definition data as the primary design technology, including bearings in vehicles, rotating machinery, machine tools, and home
appliances. Case studies are also included.deliverable instead of the 2D drawings traditionally generated by design engineering. The

authors address all lifecycle stages of a product and the data that describes it (product and CRC Press
manufacturing information, "PMI"). These are part of a new paradigm called Model-Based Market: Engineering - Mechanical
Design (MBD) and Model-Based Enterprise (MBE). The focus of this book will be MBD, MBE,
and related 3D Model-Based Business Processes (MBx), presented in a practical manner.

April 2018: 7 x 10: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04908-6: $169.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16979-8CRC Press
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138049086Market: Engineering - General

April 2018: 7 x 10: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78531-0: $179.95
eBook: 978-1-498-78532-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498785310

2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Gaskets and Gasketed Joints, Second EditionAutomation in the Virtual Testing of Mechanical

Systems Edited by James R. Payne, JPAC Inc., Long Valley, New Jersey, USA
Series: Mechanical EngineeringTheories and Implementation Techniques
Gaskets and Gasketed Joints, Second Edition is an extensive revision of a book that brought
together decades of research findings into a single, coherent source. Beginning with a

Ole Ivar Sivertsen and Bjorn Haugen
Automation in the Virtual Testing of Mechanical Systems: Theories and Implementation
Techniques provides a practical understanding of Knowledge-Based Engineering (KBE), an

review of the various types of gaskets, including industrial and chemical, it then moves to
evaluating and testing them. These tests range from searching for high cycle vibrating

approach that is driving automation in engineering. Companies are using the technology service to the ones responsible for shell and tube heat exchange. The results allow for the
to automate engineering tasks, achieving gains in output, and saving time. This book will selected, specified, and qualified gaskets to be discussed in detail, including an analysis of
be the main source of information available for implementing KBE systems, integrating their behavior. The newest technology behind assembling, operating, and repairing vessel

joints concludes the revision.KBE with the finite element methods, and showing how KBE is used to automate engineering
and analysis of mechanical systems. The process of combining KBE with optimization
techniques is explored, and the use of software tools is presented in detail. CRC Press

August 2018: 6 x 9: 1000pp
CRC Press Hb: 978-1-574-44661-6: $139.95
Market: Engineering - Mechanical eBook: 978-1-420-01758-8
July 2018: 7 x 10: 240pp Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-824-79877-2
Pb: 978-1-138-03256-9: $179.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781574446616
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138032569

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Gear Cutting ToolsBasics of Precision Engineering
Science and Engineering, Second EditionEdited by Richard Leach, University of Nottingham, United

Kingdom and Stuart T. Smith, University of North Carolina,
Charlotte, USA
BASICS OF PRECISION MACHINERY provides students and
professionals a comprehensive and up-to-date survey of the
field. The text reviews basic dynamics of machinery and
kinematics concepts, and the design of mechanisms. Engineering
materials selection and behavior is examined, along with
environmental isolation. Metrology principles and applications,
and dimensional metrology, are presented in detail, since these
topics are essential to precision engineering; uncertainty analysis
and probability are covered as well. Numerous figures, tables,
examples and problems are included throughout the text, and

a Solutions Manual and Figure Slides are available for professors who adopt the textbook.

Stephen P. Radzevich, Johnson Controls Inc., Michigan, USA
Gear Cutting Tools: Fundamentals of Design and Computation,
Second Edition, presents the DG/K-based method of surface
generation, a practical mathematical method for designing gear
cutting tools with optimal parameters. The text addresss gear
cutting tool evolution, and proceeds to scientific classification
for all types of gear machining meshes before discussing optimal
cutting tool designs. Designs currently used and those being
planned are covered, and the approach allows for development
of scientific predictions and optimal designs. Solutions appear
in analytical form and/or graphical form, with a wealth of new
figures added, and new appendices offer additional data for

readers.
CRC Press CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical Market: Engineering - Mechanical
March 2018: 7 x 10: 660pp October 2017: 8-1/2 x 11: 606pp
Hb: 978-1-498-76085-0: $149.95 Hb: 978-1-138-03706-9: $279.95
eBook: 978-1-498-76087-4 eBook: 978-1-315-17804-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498760850 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138037069
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4th Edition • NEW EDITION
Introduction to the Design and Behavior of Bolted
Joints, Fourth Edition
Gasketed Bolted Joints
James R. Payne, JPAC Inc., Long Valley, New Jersey, USA
Series: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Series
Redesigned for increased accessibility, the fourth edition of this bestseller has been divided
into two complementary volumes. Each contains basic information useful to bolting experts
in any industry. This second volume covers Gasketed Bolted Joints . It surveys the various
types of gasketed joints with expanded information to cover the latest developments and
applications, as well as the latest evaluation and testing techniques. It also presents
techniques for selecting, specifying, and qualifying the joints, covers design and analysis
techniques in detail, and discusses assembly, operation, and repair. The first volume provides
the same depth of coverage for non gasketed joints.
CRC Press
August 2018: 7 x 10: 800pp
Hb: 978-0-849-38175-1: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-482-27516-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780849381751

TEXTBOOK • READER
Mechanics of Mechanisms and Machines
Ilie Talpasanu, Wentworth Institute of Technology, Boston, Massachusetts, USA
Mechanics of Mechanisms and Machines provides a practical approach to machine dynamics
and kinematics for undergraduate students and mechanical engineers. It starts by analyzing
simple mechanisms, and progresses to more complex examples. It will be the only textbook
to cover mechanism design through the use of graphs and generation of independent
equations from a matroid form.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
February 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-498-73547-6: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-498-73548-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498735476
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Design Engineer's SourcebookApplications of Differential Equations in

Engineering and Mechanics K. L. Richards, Consulting Engineer, Gillingham, United
Kingdom
Design Engineer's Sourcebook provides a practical resource for
engineers, product designers, technical managers, students, and
others needing a design-oriented reference. This volume covers
the mathematics, mechanics, and materials properties needed
for analysis and design, with numerous examples. A wide range
of mechanical components and mechanisms are then covered,
with case studies interspersed to show real engineering practice.
Manufacturing is then surveyed, in the context of mechanical
design. The book concludes with information on clutches, brakes,
transmission and other topics important for vehicle engineering.

Tables, figures and charts are included for reference.

Kam Tim Chau, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hung Hom, Kowloon, People's
Republic of China
This volume gives comprehensive coverage of the essential differential equations students
are likely to encounter in solving engineering and mechanics problems -- alongside a
preliminary companion text on theory. This covers a very broad range of problems, including
beams and columns, plates, shells, structural dynamics, catenary and cable suspension
bridge, nonlinear buckling, transports and waves in fluids, geophysical fluid flows, nonlinear
waves and solitons, Maxwell equations, Schrodinger equations, celestial mechanics and
fracture mechanics and dynamics. The focus is on the mathematical technique for solving
the differential equations involved.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical

CRC PressNovember 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 688pp
Market: Engineering - MechanicalHb: 978-1-498-76697-5: $179.95
December 2017: 7 x 10: 1182ppeBook: 978-1-498-76698-2
Hb: 978-1-498-76341-7: $169.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498766975
eBook: 978-1-498-76344-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498763417

3rd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis, Third EditionComputational Nanotechnology
Kevin P. Menard, Perkins-Elmer Corporation, Denton, Texas, USAMethods for Microscale and Nanoscale Engineering
This book reflects the latest DMA research and technical advances, including case studies
that demonstrate the use of DMA over a range of industrial problems. It includes numerous

Sarith P. Sathian, Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Chennai, G. P. Peterson,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, USA and C.B. Sobhan, Indian Institute of
Technology Madras, Chennai references to help those with limited materials engineering background and demonstrates

the power of DMA as a laboratory tool for analysis and testing.
Series: Applied and Computational Mechanics

CRC Press
The book introduces the concepts and methodology of modified and discrete
computational approaches to solve problems related to the micro and nanoscale domain.

Market: Materials Science
October 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 304pp

As physical phenomena and properties of materials are affected by the size of the structure Hb: 978-1-482-25551-5: $139.95
at such small sizes, conventional approaches based on the continuum modeling will not eBook: 978-1-482-25552-2

Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-05312-8be capable of tackling the physical problems. There are various methods of anaysis useful
for this purpose, which will be dealt with and explained in the book, with examples. * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482255515

CRC Press
June 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 472pp
Hb: 978-1-439-86979-6: $169.95
eBook: 978-1-439-86980-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439869796

Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Finite Element Computations in Mechanics with RDesign and Optimization of Thermal Systems, Third

Edition A Problem-Centered Programming Approach
Khameel Bayo MustaphaYogesh Jaluria, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey, USA.
Finite Element Computations in Mechanics with R: A Problem-Centred Programming
Approach provides introductory coverage of the finite element method (FEM) with the R

Series: Mechanical Engineering
Providing systematic approaches to thermal systems design, Design and Optimization of
Thermal Systems, Third Edition, delivers the guidance needed to solve design problems. It

programming language, emphasizing links between theory and implementation of FEM
for problems in engineering mechanics. Useful for students, practicing engineers, and

presents concepts and procedures for conceptual design, formulation, modeling, simulation, researchers, the text presents the R programming as a convenient easy-to-learn tool for
feasible design, and optimization. Emphasizing modeling and simulation, the Third Edition analyzing models of mechanical systems, with finite element routines for structural, thermal,
covers the areas of manufacturability, material selection, and sensitivity, genetic and gradient and dynamic analyses of mechanical systems, and also visualization of the results. Full-color

graphics are used throughout the text.search methods, and knowledge-based design methodology. This edition also features
many new and revised examples and problems, and coverage of computer design analysis
with MATLAB. CRC Press

Market: Engineering - Mechanical
CRC Press April 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 312pp
Market: Engineering - Mechanical Hb: 978-1-138-50162-1: $129.95
April 2018: 7 x 10: 568pp eBook: 978-1-315-14447-4
Hb: 978-1-498-77823-7: $159.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138501621
eBook: 978-1-498-77824-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498778237
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Non-Conservative SystemsHeat Conduction, Fifth Edition
New Static and Dynamic Stability CriteriaSadik Kakac, Carolina Palma Naveira Cotta, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil and Yaman Yener Kurt Ingerle
Non-Conservative Systems: New Static and Dynamic Stability
Criteria summarizes the essential properties of non-conservative
elastic systems (static stability and post-critical behavior), and
the importance of novel stability criteria for such systems.
Beginning with the history of non-conservative systems theory,
the text goes on to propose new theories regarding static
stability in massless non-conservative systems, and dynamic
stability in systems with mass. Experiments are included, as are
computational models developed by the author, along with an
extensive bibliography. This new work is a valuable new resource
for those working in the area of structural stability.

CRC Press

Heat Conduction, Fifth Edition, upholds its reputation as the leading text in the field for
graduate students, and as a resource for practicing engineers. The text begins with
fundamental concepts, introducing the governing equation of heat conduction, and
progresses through solutions for one-dimensional conduction, orthogonal functions,
Fourier series and transforms, and multidimensional problems. Integral equations, Laplace
transforms, finite difference numerical methods, and variational formulations are then
covered. Nanoscale conductive heat transfer coverage has been added in this new edition,
along with new and revised problems, and complete problem solutions for instructors.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
April 2018: 7 x 10: 432pp
Hb: 978-1-138-94384-1: $179.95
eBook: 978-1-315-17871-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138943841

Market: Engineering - Mechanical
January 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 132pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30584-7: $129.95
eBook: 978-0-203-72859-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138305847

TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Numerical Methods in Mechanics of Materials, 3rd
ed

Introduction to Product Design and Development
for Engineers

With Applications from Nano to Macro ScalesDr. Ali Jamnia, Jamnia & Associates, Chicago, Illinois, USA
Introduction to Product Design and Development for Engineers provides guidelines and
best practices for the design, development, and evaluation of engineered products. Created

Ken P. Chong, George Washington University, USA, Arthur
P. Boresi, University of Wyoming, USA, Sunil Saigal, New
Jersey Institute of Technology, USA and James D. Lee,
George Washington University, USA
Computers and software can be used to model and analyze
complex physical systems and problems. But the effective
solution of an engineering problem and the efficient and
accurate use of numerical results require some physical modeling
of the problem and a proper understanding of the assumptions
employed, otherwise there is risk of blundering through the
blind acceptance of computer results. This book provides some
of the background and knowledge necessary to avoid these
pitfalls, especially the most commonly used numerical methods

to serve fourth year undergraduate students in Engineering Design modules with a required
project, the text covers the entire product design process and product life-cycle, from the
initial concept to the design and development stages, and through to product testing,
design documentation, manufacturability, marketing, and sustainability. Reflecting the
author's long career as a design engineer, this text will also serve as a practical guide for
students working on their capstone design projects.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - General
October 2018: 7 x 10: 350pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55421-4: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14893-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138554214

employed in the solution of physical problems. It offers an in-depth presentation of the
numerical methods for scales from the nano to the macro.

CRC Press
Market: Mechanical and Structural Engineering
December 2017: 7 x 10: 318pp
Hb: 978-1-138-71916-3: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14601-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138719163

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Plates and ShellsMechanical Engineering Handbook
Theory and Analysis, Fourth EditionKuppan Thulukkanam, Indian Railways, Chennai, India

Series: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Series Ansel C. Ugural, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark,
USA
Series: Applied and Computational Mechanics
Noted for its practical, accessible approach to senior and
graduate-level engineering mechanics, Plates and Shells: Theory
and Analysis is a long-time bestselling text on the subjects of
elasticity and stress analysis. Many new examples and
applications are included to review and support key foundational
concepts. Advanced methods are discussed and analyzed,
accompanied by illustrations. Problems are carefully arranged
from the basic to the more challenging level.
Computer/numerical approaches (Finite Difference, Finite
Element, MATLAB) are introduced, and MATLAB code for

selectedillustrative problems and a case study is included.

In the globalized world, engineers find themselves working in a diverse set of industries,
needing a quick reference to all major areas of mechanical engineering. The Mechanical
Engineering Handbook gives students, researchers, and practitioners access to up-to-date
theory, examples, and technical advances. The book serves as a convenient reference guide
for designers, students, and academicians, and a source book for those in the energy,
transporation, machine design, HVAC, and manufacturing industries. Basic engineering
mechanics and mathematics information is also supplied. Using a global perspective, this
work provides an invaluable resource for 21st century engineers and technologists.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
September 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 1400pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37640-8: $299.95
eBook: 978-1-351-23765-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815376408

CRC Press
Market: Engineering-Mechanical
October 2017: 7 x 10: 592pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03245-3: $189.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10462-1
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-80270-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138032453
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Rotor Systems
Analysis and Identification

Rajiv Tiwari, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Indian
Institute of Technology, Guwahati, India
With focus on understanding of rotor dynamics, the book starts
with introductory material for finite element methods and moves
to linear and non-linear vibrations, continuous systems, vibration
measurement techniques, signal processing and error analysis,
general identification techniques in engineering systems,
including MATLAB analysis of simple rotors.

CRC Press
Market: Mechanical Engineering
December 2017: 7 x 10: 1069pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03628-4: $179.95
eBook: 978-1-315-23096-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138036284

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Sheet Metal Meso- and Microforming and Their
Industrial Applications
Xin Min Lai, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China, Ming Wang Fu, The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, Hung Hom, Lowloon and Lin Fa Peng, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, China
The book presents a compilation of research on meso/microforming processes and offers
systematic and holistic knowledge for the physical realization of developed
meso/microforming processes. It discusses practical applications in fabrication of
meso/microscale metallic sheet-metal parts via sheet-metal meso/microforming. Major
applications include fabrication of thin metallic bipolar plates for fuel cells. In addition, the
book provides extensive and informative illustrations, tables, case studies, photos and
figures to convey knowledge of sheet-metal meso/microforming for fabrication of
meso/microscale sheet-metal products in an illustrated manner.
CRC Press
Market: Mechnical Engineering
September 2018: 7 x 10: 360pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03316-0: $199.95
eBook: 978-1-138-03317-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138033160
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3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Spon's First Stage Estimating Handbook, Third
Edition

Bryan Spain
A work on first stage estimating costs that covers a spectrum of
building costs and a range of related M&E work and landscaping
work. It is suitable for construction professionals and clients
making early judgements on the viability of new projects.

Spon Press
January 2018
Hb: 978-1-138-46458-2: $195.00
Pb: 978-0-415-54715-4: $92.95
eBook: 978-1-482-28873-5
eBook: 978-1-498-71795-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138464582

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Taking Off Quantities: Civil Engineering

Bryan Spain
This book provides a thorough understanding of the general
principles of measurement for taking off quantities. An essential
guide to any quantity surveyor, architrect or engineer Taking off
quantities: Civil Engineering demonstrates, through a series of
detailed worked examples from a range of civil engineering
projects, how the measurement techniques are actually used.

Spon Press
November 2017: 8 1/2 x 11
Hb: 978-1-138-46463-6: $195.00
Pb: 978-0-419-20400-8: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-482-27160-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138464636
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER7th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Geology for Civil Engineers, Second EditionA Geology for Engineers, Seventh Edition

C. Gribble and A. McLean
This seasoned textbook introduces geology for civil engineering
students. It covers minerals and rocks, superficial deposits and
the distribution of rocks at or below the surface. It then looks at
groundwater and gives guidance on the exploration of a site
before looking at the civil engineering implications of rocks and
the main geological factors which affect typical engineering
projects.

CRC Press

F.G.H. Blyth and Michael de Freitas
No engineering structure can be built on the ground or within
it without the influence of geology being experienced by the
engineer. Yet geology must remain an ancillary subject to
students of engineering and it is therefore essential that their
training is supported by a concise, reliable and usable text on
the subject of geology and its relationship to engineering. In
this book all the fundamental aspects of geology are described
and explained, but within the limits thought suitable for
engineers.

CRC Press
October 2017
Hb: 978-1-138-46577-0: $195.00

October 2017: 6 1/7 x 9 1/5Pb: 978-0-415-50291-7: $69.95
Hb: 978-1-138-46582-4: $195.00eBook: 978-1-315-27611-3
Pb: 978-0-419-16000-7: $97.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138465770
eBook: 978-1-315-27481-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138465824

TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Geotechnical Engineering for Environmental
Engineers

Clayey Barrier Systems for Waste Disposal Facilities
R. Kerry Rowe, Robert M. Quigley and J.R. Booker
The authors discuss all key aspects of the design of barrier
systems, including leachate collection, natural barriers such as
clayey aquitards, clay liners, geomembrane and composite liners.

CRC Press

Binod Tiwari, California State University, Fullerton, USA and Jeff Kuo, California State
University, Fullerton, USA
Series: Fundamentals of Environmental Engineering
This book will include simplified, yet comprehensive details of geotechnical engineering
issues that are important to environmental engineers. It will explain how to analyze and
interpret numerous practical geotechnical engineering problems. It will differ from other
geotechnical engineering books in that it will be written specifically for environmental
engineers, and deal less with aspects that apply more to civil engineers. Soil mechanics
and hydraulic theories will be simplified and supported with extensive numerical problems
pertinent to environmental engineering applications. It will also include several
environmental engineering case studies throughout, such as landfill design, etc.November 2017

Hb: 978-1-138-46859-7: $195.00
CRC PressPb: 978-0-419-22600-0: $199.95
Market: Engineering - CivileBook: 978-1-482-27192-8
August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 424pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138468597
Hb: 978-1-498-77887-9: $159.95
eBook: 978-1-498-77892-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498778879

Dummy text to keep placeholder9th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Plant-Soil Slope InteractionCraig's Soil Mechanics, Ninth Edition
Charles Wang Wai Ng, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Anthony
Leung, University of Dundee, UK and Ankit Garg, Indian Institute of Technology,
Guwahati

Jonathan Knappett, University of Dundee, UK and R.F. Craig, University of Dundee,
UK
Craig’s Soil Mechanics is arguably the best core textbook on soil mechanics and geotechnical
engineering for undergraduates and beginning MSc students. This inter-disciplinary book combines of unsaturated soil mechanics, geotechnical

engineering, plant science and ecological engineering. It discusses the effects of vegetationThis new edition now provides:
on the engineering performance infrastructure such as slopes of embankments and landfillAn overview of the geotechnical design process, including sustainable design, monitoring,

and the Observational Method. Methods for estimating soil parameters. Marchetti sites, covering not only the mechanical effects of root reinforcement but also the
hydrological effects of plant transpiration on soil suction and water permeability. It addressesDilatometer testing More end of chapter problems, and new spreadsheet numerical analysis

tools on the companion website. Worked solutions for lecturers. the performance of vegetated soil slopes, including rainfall-induced seepage and failure
mechanisms, and gives analytical equations for predicting the combined hydrological and
mechanical performance of slopes with practical engineering guidance.

CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
September 2018: 616pp
Hb: 978-1-138-07005-9: $139.95

CRC Press
Market: Geotechnical Engineering

Pb: 978-1-138-07006-6: $59.95 August 2018: 7 x 10: 288pp
eBook: 978-1-351-05274-0 Hb: 978-1-138-19755-8: $149.95
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-56125-9 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138197558
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138070059
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Sediment Transport and Morphodynamics
Modelling for Coasts and Shallow Environments
Vanesa Magar, Center for Scientific Research and Higher Education of Ensenada,
Mexico
This reference for engineers, and graduate students covers sediment transport and
morphodynamics modelling in nearshore environments. It presents the fundamental
physics of the hydrodynamics of estuarine and coastal environments, properties of seafloor
and estuarine composition, and hydro-environmental interactions; emphasising the
inter-relations of small and large scale processes, short and large evolution timescales, and
the application of shallow water theory and coupling of the models with surface waves.
The theory and modelling are directed to realignment, dredging and renourishment, with
guidance on running regional models, and worked examples and case studies.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil
October 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75346-3: $99.95
eBook: 978-1-498-75348-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498753463
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Bridge Design, Assessment and MonitoringAdvanced Topics in Earthquake Engineering

Edited by Airong Chen, Dan M. Frangopol, Lehigh
University, Bethlehem, PA, USA and Xin Ruan
This book provides an up-to-date overview of the field of bridge
engineering, and the recent significant contributions to the
process of making rational decisions in bridge design, assessment
and monitoring and resources optimization deployment for the
purpose of enhancing the welfare of society. The chapters
originally published as a special issue in Structure and
Infrastructure Engineering.

Routledge

Edited by Charles Scawthorn and Wai-Fah Chen, University of Hawaii, Honolulu,
USA
Successful earthquake engineering requires a broad background in subjects, ranging from
the geologic causes and effects of earthquakes to understanding the impact of these effects
on foundations, buildings, structures, the infrastructure, and even their social and economic
impact. Contributed by leading experts from around the world, this volume presents the
advanced topics of earthquake engineering, including base isolation, structural control,
damping, infrastructure aspects, pipelines, electrical systems, ports and harbors, hazardous
materials considerations, loss estimation, mitigation programs, and more.

CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
July 2018: 7 x 10
Hb: 978-1-138-08611-1: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138086111

Market: Engineering / Bridge Design
February 2018: 11 x 8 1/2: 129pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38228-7: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815382287

Dummy text to keep placeholder6th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Building Information ModelingApplied Strength of Materials, Sixth Edition SI Units

Version Automated Code Checking and Compliance Processes
Nawari O. Nawari, University of Florida, Gainesville, USARobert L. Mott, University of Dayton, Ohio, USA and Joseph

A. Untener, University of Dayton, Ohio, USA
APPLIED STRENGTH OF MATERIALS 6/e, SI Units Version provides
coverage of basic strength of materials for students in
Engineering Technology (4-yr and 2-yr) and uses only SI units.
Emphasizing applications, problem solving, design of structural
members, mechanical devices and systems, the book has been
updated to include coverage of the latest tools, trends, and
techniques. Color graphics support visual learning, and illustrate
concepts and applications. Numerous instructor resources are
offered, including a Solutions Manual, PowerPoint slides, Figure

This book will focus on how engineers, architects, and construction practitioners can benefit
from automating code checking in building design. It will focus on building
regulations-checking mechanisms that are defined by the relationship among various
design and engineering information management and Building Information Modeling
(BIM) systems, and how this automation will assist to streamline communication and
dissemination of building design information among stakeholders. It will also explore the
strengths and limitations for automating building regulatory compliance as well as
proposing practical approaches for automating the building code and standards checking
process in BIM workflow.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - CivilSlides of book figures, and extra problems. With SI units used exclusively, this text is ideal

for all Technology programs outside the USA. March 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 166pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78533-4: $149.95

CRC Press eBook: 978-1-351-20099-8
Market: Engineering - Mechanical * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498785334
November 2017: 8 x 10: 820pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56327-8: $219.95
Pb: 978-1-498-77929-6: $169.95
eBook: 978-1-498-77932-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138563278

2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Concrete Buildings in Seismic RegionsAssessment, Evaluation, and Repair of Concrete,

Steel, and Offshore Structures George G. Penelis, Penelis Consulting Engineers SA, Greece
and Gregory G. Penelis, Penelis Consulting Engineers SA,
Greece
This book connects basic earthquake engineering principles
with practical structural design. It includes all recent
developments of R.C structures and nonlinear analysis, and now
introduces seismic isolation and passive devices. It retains
coverage of recent developments in structural intervention prior
or post-earthquake, and complies with the current European
Codes of Practice for the design of R/C buildings in seismic
regions.

Mohamed Abdallah El-Reedy
Due to age and increased loading on buildings, structural assessment and repair is routinely
required. The typical causes of structural failure and their mechanisms will be presented
in this book, and further addressed by numerous case studies and engineering calculations.
It will also examine different codes related to structural assessment and will present project
management strategies from the feasibility stage through operations and maintenance.
The book will serve as a practical guide for structural engineers to understand the best
ways to ensure optimal functionality and stability throughout a structure's lifetime.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil

CRC PressJuly 2018: 5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 224pp
Market: Earthquake EngineeringHb: 978-0-815-36298-2: $129.95
November 2018: 7 x 10: 784ppeBook: 978-1-351-11075-4
Hb: 978-1-138-10687-1: $225.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815362982
eBook: 978-1-315-09799-2
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-53763-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138106871
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITION5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Earthquake Engineering Handbook, Second EditionConstruction Materials
Two Volume SetTheir Nature and Behaviour, Fifth Edition
Edited by Charles Scawthorn, Kyoto University, Japan and Wai-Fah Chen, University
of Hawaii, Honolulu, USA

Edited by Marios Soutsos and Peter Domone
This classic textbook covers the fundamentals, chemical and
physical structure, and behaviour of the main construction
materials: metals, concrete, bricks and masonry, polymers, fibre
composites, bituminous materials, timber, and glass. for civil and
structural engineering students, and those on courses like
architecture, surveying and construction Now with:1. more
questions with answers in the book, and also in an instructors
manual,2. much more on sustainability,3. an extended and
overhauled Masonry section,4. website links to free reports.

CRC Press

This new edition includes new chapters on geology; architectural aspects; systems, network,
and software applications, economic aspects and financing earthquake risk. Earthquakes
are nearly unique among natural phenomena – they affect virtually everything within a
region, from massive buildings and bridges, down to the furnishings within a home.
Successful earthquake engineering therefore requires a broad background in subjects,
ranging from the geologic causes and effects of earthquakes to understanding the impact
of these effects on foundations, buildings, structures and the infrastructure.

CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
July 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 1600pp
Hb: 978-1-466-55265-4: $289.95

Market: Civil and Construction Engineerin Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-849-30068-4
October 2017: 7 x 10: 820pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466552654
Hb: 978-1-138-50056-3: $144.95
Pb: 978-1-498-74110-1: $69.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16459-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138500563

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Image Based Damage Assessment for Underwater
Inspections

Design of High Strength Steel Reinforced Concrete
Columns

Bidisha Ghosh, Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland, Michael O’Byrne, Trinity College,
Dublin, Ireland, Franck Schoefs, University of Nantes, France and Vikram Pakrashi,
University College Cork, Ireland

A Eurocode 4 Approach
Sing-Ping Chiew, Singapore Institute of Technology and Y.Q. Cai, Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore

This book is a first for structural engineers and inspectors who wish to harness the full
potential of cameras as an inspection tool. It is particularly directed to the inspection of

The narrower range of concrete and steel material strengths permitted in Eurocode 4,
alongside the enhanced ductility and buckling resistance of SRC columns, creates a need

offshore and marine structures and the application of image-based methods in underwaterfor an analysis that goes beyond the guidelines. This is addressed here. Special consideration
inspections. It outlines a set of best practice guidelines for obtaining imagery, then theis given to resistance calculations which maximise the full strength of the materials.
fundamentals of image processing are covered along with several image processingEasy-to-follow worked examples demonstrate each procedure, and equations for design
techniques which can be used to assess several damage forms: crack detection, corrosion
detection, and depth analysis of marine growth on offshore structures.

resistance are presented clearly for easy programming into design spreadsheets. It is written
primarily for structural engineers and designers familiar with basic EC4 design, whilst also
being useful for civil engineering students. CRC Press

Market: Structural engineering / image processing
CRC Press

August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4
Market: Structural Engineering

Hb: 978-1-138-03186-9: $149.95
March 2018: 100pp

eBook: 978-1-351-05258-0
Hb: 978-0-815-38460-1: $70.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138031869
eBook: 978-1-351-20395-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815384601

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Introduction to Tunnel Construction, Second EditionDesign of Structural Steelwork

David N. Chapman, University of Birmingham, United
Kingdom, Nicole Metje and Alfred Stark
Series: Applied Geotechnics
This is a text for undergraduate and MSc students and a guide
for young professionals, covering the full principles with case
studies of real projects. This new edition includes case studies
from Crossrail, focusing on the preparation work to receive a
TBM into a station box, and updating the Utilisation Method for
assessing the remaining structural capacity of sprayed concrete
lining. It also provides further information on recent
developments in TBMs, including multimode machines. With
some focus on clay soil, the book covers the main tunnelling

P.R. Knowles
This second edition of Design of Structural Steelwork presents the
essential design aspects of steel as a structural material. It has
been carefully revised and updated to provide a modern
introduction to the subject, assuming only a basic knowledge
of structural analysis and solid mechanics.

CRC Press techniques along with site investigation, parameter selection and design, ground stability,
lining techniques, H&S, monitoring, and TBMs.October 2017: 208pp

Hb: 978-1-138-47036-1: $195.00 CRC Press
Pb: 978-0-903-38459-9: $121.95 Market: Civil and Structural Engineering
eBook: 978-1-482-28105-7 November 2017: 7 x 10: 425pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138470361 Hb: 978-1-498-76639-5: $179.95

Pb: 978-1-498-76624-1: $69.95
eBook: 978-1-498-76625-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498766395
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Nonlinear Dynamics of Structures Under Extreme
Transient Loads

Life-cycle of Structural Systems
Design, Assessment, Maintenance and Management

Edited by Hitoshi Furuta, Kansai University, Osaka, Japan,
Mitsuyoshi Akiyama and Dan M. Frangopol, Lehigh
University, Bethlehem, PA, USA
The book provides valuable knowledge and information for
researchers, students, and practitioners to promote and advance
research and applications in the field of life-cycle civil
engineering. The chapters originally published as a special issue
in Structure and Infrastructure Engineering.

Routledge

Adnan Ibrahimbegovic, Université Technologie Compiègne, France and Naida
Ademović, University of Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
The book covers model building for different engineering structures and provides detailed
presentations of extreme loading conditions. A number of illustrations are given: quantifying
a plane crash or explosion induced impact loading, quantifying the effects of strong
earthquake motion, quantifying the impact and long-duration effects of strong stormy
winds - along with a relevant framework for using modern computational tools. The book
considers the levels of reserve in existing structures, and ways of reducing the negative
impact of high-risk situations by employing sounder design procedures.

CRC Press
Market: Structural Engineering
September 2018: 7 x 10: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03541-6: $159.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138035416Market: Engineering / Civil Structures / Infrastructure

February 2018: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38428-1: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815384281

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Practical Civil EngineeringMultiscale Theory of Composites and Random

Media P.K. Jayasree, K Balan and V Rani
The book provides primary information about civil engineering to both a civil and non-civil
engineering audience in such areas as construction management, estate management,

Xi Frank Xu, Structural Engineer, USA
This is the first book to introduce Green-function-based multiscale theory and the
corresponding finite element method, which are readily applicable to composites and

and building. Basic civil engineering topics like surveying, building materials, construction
technology and management, concrete technology, steel structures, soil mechanics and

random media. Deliberately taking a multiscale perspective, it covers scale separation and foundations, water resources, transportation and environment engineering are explained
then scale coupling. Both micromechanics and novel scale-coupling mechanics are in detail. Codal provisions of US, UK and India are included to cater to a global audience.
described in relation to variational principles and bounds, as well as in the emerging topics Insights into techniques like modern surveying equipment and technologies, sustainable

construction materials, and modern construction materials are also explained.on percolation and scale-coupling computation. It is useful as a graduate textbook in civil
and mechanical engineering and as a reference. CRC Press
CRC Press Market: Civil Engineering
Market: Engineering - Civil November 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 440pp
October 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 208pp Hb: 978-1-138-03313-9: $199.95
Hb: 978-1-482-25624-6: $149.95 eBook: 978-1-138-03314-6
eBook: 978-1-482-25625-3 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138033139
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482256246

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Practical Design of Reinforced Concrete BuildingsNondestructive Techniques for the Assessment and

Preservation of Historic Structures Syed Mehdi Ashraf, Ashraf Consulting Engineers, Inc., Miami,
Florida, USA
This book will provide comprehensive, practical knowledge for
the design of reinforced concrete buildings. The approach will
be unique as it will focus primarily on the design of various
structures and structural elements as done in design offices with
an emphasis on compliance with the relevant codes. It will give
an overview of the integrated design of buildings and explain
the design of various elements such as slabs, beams, columns,
walls, and footings. It will be written in easy-to-use format and
refer to all the latest relevant American codes of practice (IBC

Edited by Luisa Maria da Silva Gonçalves, Hugo Rodrigues,
Polytechnic of Leiria, Aveiro, Portugal and Florindo Gaspar,
Polytechnic Institue of Leiria, Veiro, Portugal
New technologies play an increasingly important role in the
analysis, monitoring, restoration, and preservation of historic
structures. These technological systems continue to get more
advanced and complex, for example: 3D digital construction
and documentation programming, 3D imaging data (including
laser scanning and photogrammetry), multispectral and
thermographic imaging, geophysical data, etc. This book will
present the latest nondestructive technologies used in the
characterization, preservation, and structural health monitoring
of historic buildings. It will include numerous case studies, as

well as theoretical explanations about each of the methods and technologies used in each.

and ASCE) at every stage. The book will compel users to think critically to enhance their
intuitive design capabilities.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil
November 2017: 8-1/2 x 11: 430pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57732-9: $339.95CRC Press
Pb: 978-1-498-76570-1: $169.95Market: Civil Engineering
eBook: 978-1-315-15375-9October 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 262pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138577329Hb: 978-1-138-71047-4: $149.95

eBook: 978-1-315-16868-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138710474
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Structures and Infrastructure SystemsSoft Computing in Engineering
Life-Cycle Performance, Management, and OptimizationJamshid Ghaboussi, University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign, USA
Neural networks and genetic algorithms draw on the
problem-solving strategies of the natural world which differ
fundamentally from the mathematically-based computing
methods normally used in engineering. Our brains are the most
sophisticated and effective computers, using 'soft computing‘
methods to solve very difficult inverse problems based on
reduction in disorder. This book outlines these methods and
applies them to a range of difficult engineering problems,
including applications in computational mechanics, earthquake
engineering, structural control and engineering design. Most of

Edited by Dan M. Frangopol, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA, USA
This book provides a generalized framework for assessing the life-cycle performance and
cost of civil and marine infrastructure systems with emphasis on analysis, prediction,
optimization and decision-making under uncertainty. The chapters originally published as
artciles in Structure and Infrastructure Engineering
Routledge
Market: Engineering / Structure & Infrastructure / Life-Cycle
April 2018: 406pp
Hb: 978-0-815-39605-5: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815396055

these are difficult inverse problems—especially engineering design—which are treated
in depth.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil
May 2018: 7 x 10: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-498-74567-3: $89.95
eBook: 978-1-498-74568-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498745673

TEXTBOOK • READER
Steel Design and Construction
Souhail Elhouar, Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois, USA
This textbook will help students and professionals alike gain a working knowledge of the
design processes that must be followed for the design of structural steel systems, understand
the behavior of structural steel structures and components and the basic design concepts
used in their design, and aid in their understanding the management of the construction
of structural steel projects. Unlike other textbooks that narrowly focus on design principles
alone, this book will also address issues such as constructability, construction loads, structural
steel construction safety, and standard construction practices.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil
August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-482-25054-1: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-482-25055-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482250541

TEXTBOOK • READER
Structural Design from First Principles

Michael Byfield
This undergraduate civil engineering textbook explains structural 
design from its mechanical principles rather than design codes. 
It presents good approximate solutions to complex design 
problems, such as "Wembley-Arch" type structures, the design 
of thin- walled structures, and long-span box girder bridges. 
These relatively simple techniques enable quick, early stage, 
"ball-park" design solutions, and are also useful for checking 
finite element analysis solutions to complex problems. It is 
consistent with the Eurocodes, but with the underlying theory 
fully explained. Explanation is closely linked to a structured series 
of worked examples at the end of each section.

CRC Press
Market: Structural Engineering
March 2018: 7 x 10: 307pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50349-6: $129.95
Pb: 978-1-498-74121-7: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-498-74123-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138503496
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TEXTBOOK • READER2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Fundamentals of Convective Heat TransferComputational Fluid Dynamics and Heat Transfer,

Second Edition Gautam Biswas, Indian Institute of Technology, Guwahati, INDIA, Amaresh Dalal and
Vijay K. Dhir, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, University of California, Los
Angeles, USPradip Majumdar, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, USA

Series: Series in Computational and Physical Processes in Mechanics and Thermal Sciences Thermal convection is often encountered by the scientists and engineers while designing
or analyzing flows involving exchange of energy. The book is a unified document thatThis book provides a thorough understanding of fluid dynamics and heat and mass transfer.

It shows students how to implement computational methodology into a computer code captures the physical insight into convective heat transfer, thorough analytical and numerical
and solve complex problems on their own, including problems in heat transfer, mass treatments. It also focusses on the latest developments in theory of convective energy and
transfer, and fluid flows. These problems are solved and illustrated through step-by-step mass transport. Aimed at graduates, senior undergraduates and the engineers involved in
derivations and numerous figures. This second edition contains new chapters on mesh research and development activities, it provides new material on Boiling, including nuances
generation and computational modeling of turbulent flow. Appendices present examples
in ANSYS, STAR CCM+, and COMSOL.

of physical processes. In all the derivations, step-by-step and systematic approaches have
been followed.
CRC Press
Market: Mechanical Engineering
November 2018: 7 x 10: 460pp
Hb: 978-1-138-10329-0: $139.95

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
April 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 624pp
Hb: 978-1-498-70374-1: $159.95

eBook: 978-1-315-10286-3eBook: 978-1-498-70375-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138103290Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-560-32994-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498703741

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Convective Heat and Mass Transfer, Second Edition
S. Mostafa Ghiaasiaan, Georgia Tech University, Atlanta, USA
Series: Heat Transfer
Convective Heat and Mass Transfer, Second Edition, is ideal for the graduate level study of
convection heat and mass transfer, with coverage of well-established theory and practice
as well as trending topics such as transpiration cooling, flow in micro-channels, CFD, and
diffusion and convection transport of particles. Its broad scope makes the text ideal for
both Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, with mass transfer content presented so that
it can be easily skipped. Numerous examples and end-of-chapter exercises are included,
along with 18 appendices that cover essential property and mathematical information.
Solutions and PowerPoint slides are available to qualified instructors.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
May 2018: 7 x 10: 488pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36141-1: $189.95
eBook: 978-1-351-11275-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815361411

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
CRC Handbook of Thermal Engineering, Second
Edition

Edited by Raj P. Chhabra, Indian Institute of Technology,
Kanpur, India
Series: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Series
The CRC Handbook of Thermal Engineering, Second Edition, is
a fully updated version of this respected reference work, with
chapters written by leading experts. Its first part covers basic
concepts, equations and principles of thermodynamics, heat
transfer, and fluid dynamics.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
December 2017: 7 x 10: 1649pp
Hb: 978-1-498-71527-0: $359.95
eBook: 978-1-315-11971-7
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-849-39581-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498715270
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TEXTBOOK • READER
Foundations of Vibroacoustics

Colin Hansen, University of Adelaide, Australia
This text addresses principles and problems across vibroacoustics
-- the prediction of structural vibration levels resulting from
known force or pressure excitations and the prediction of sound
radiation levels from structures vibrating with a known velocity
amplitude.

CRC Press
Market: Acustics and Mechanical Engineering
January 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 356pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09380-5: $179.95
Pb: 978-1-138-09381-2: $79.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10515-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138093805

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Mechanical Vibration
Analysis, Uncertainties, and Control, Fourth Edition

Haym Benaroya, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New
Jersey, USA, Mark Nagurka, Marquette University, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, USA and Seon Han, Texas Tech University,
Lubbock, USA
Series: Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Vibration: Analysis, Uncertainties, and Control, Fourth
Edition addresses the principles and application of vibration
theory. Equations for modeling vibrating systems are explained,
and MATLAB® is referenced as an analysis tool. The Fourth Edition
adds more coverage of damping, new case studies, and
development of the control aspects in vibration analysis. A

MATLAB appendix has also been added to help students with computational analysis. This
work includes example problems and explanatory figures, biographies of renowned
contributors, and access to a website providing supplementary resources.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
October 2017: 8-1/2 x 11: 579pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75294-7: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-315-11836-9
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-08056-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498752947

TEXTBOOK • READER
Modeling of Dynamic Systems with Engineering
Applications

Clarence W. de Silva, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, Canada
MODELING OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS takes a unique, up-to-date
approach to systems dynamics and related controls coverage
for undergraduate students and practicing engineers. It focuses
on the model development of engineering problems rather
than response analysis and simulation once a model is available,
though these are also covered. Linear graphing and bond graph
approaches are both discussed, and computational tools are
integrated thoughout. Electrical, mechanical, fluid, and thermal
domains are covered, as are problems of multiple domains
(mixed systems); the unified and integrated approaches taken
are rapidly becoming the standard in the modeling of

mechatronic engineering systems.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
October 2017: 7 x 10: 671pp
Hb: 978-1-498-79848-8: $179.95
eBook: 978-1-498-79864-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498798488
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4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Urban Drainage, Fourth Edition

David Butler, University of Exeter, UK, Christopher James
Digman, Christos Makropoulos, National Technical
University of Athens, Zografou, Greece and John W. Davies
This new edition covers the drainage of rainwater and
wastewater. It deals comprehensively with the analysis and
design of new systems and of existing infrastructure. Combining
principles, practice and research, it provides significant new
material on modelling, risk, smart urban drainage, and the global
and local context.This is an essential text for undergraduate and
Masters students in water engineering, environmental and public
health engineering, engineering hydrology, and related
disciplines. It is written in line with BS EN, WaPUG, serving as a
reference for drainage design and drainage operation engineers

and consulting engineers. It is illustrated with extensive examples.

CRC Press
Market: Water Science & Engineering
March 2018: 7 x 10: 562pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75293-0: $149.95
Pb: 978-1-498-75058-5: $69.95
eBook: 978-1-498-75059-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498752930
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